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‘We know too much and believe too readily ever to feel at home in a questioning which is powerfully 
experienced. For that we need the ability to wonder at what is simple, and to take up that wonder as our 
abode.’ – Martin Heidegger

New York... Hauser & Wirth is pleased to present ‘ERRÂNCIA POÉTICA (POETIC WANDERINGS),’ a solo 
exhibition of new and recent works by Anna Maria Maiolino, one of the most significant artists working in Brazil 
today. For over five decades, Maiolino has drawn from her personal history as an artist, migrant, and mother, to 
produce works that relentlessly challenge accepted notions of desire, language, and sexuality while celebrating 
the viscerality of embodied experience. On view from 14 November through 22 December 2018, the exhibition 
highlights multiple dimensions within Maiolino’s oeuvre, presenting more than fifty of the artist’s sculptures, 
drawings, paintings, photographs, and videos, as well as a new site-specific installation that continues her iconic 
Terra Modelada (Modeled Earth) series.  

Maiolino’s formative migration from post-war Southern Italy to a politically unstable South America, as well as 
her linguistic passage from Italian to Spanish then to Portuguese, has engendered an enduring fascination with 
questions of identity. Her work immerses itself in a range of themes, from cultural and linguistic displacement, to 
deprivation and sustenance, to everyday domestic rituals. The open-ended nature of Maiolino’s practice enables 
self-described ‘poetic wanderings,’ as she works freely across media and disciplines. Evolving in a spiral rather 
than linear succession, Maiolino’s art is one that offers a new language for the often precarious realm of daily 
human existence. 

Anna Maria Maiolino ERRÂNCIA POÉTICA (POETIC WANDERINGS)

14 November – 22 December 2018 
Hauser & Wirth New York, 22nd Street
Opening reception: Wednesday 14 November, 6 – 8 pm 



At the heart of the exhibition is ‘in-locu,’ from the Terra Modelada (Modeled Earth) series, a never-before-realized 
unfired clay installation that was first conceived by Maiolino in 1998 for the 24th São Paulo Biennial. Ultimately, 
Maiolino deemed the Biennial’s space too small for this large-scale work, and for the subsequent two decades 
she has sought an opportunity to carry it out. As Maiolino has envisioned it for Hauser & Wirth’s 22nd Street 
space, ‘in-locu’ consists of soft amorphous forms that the artist rolls, kneads, and shapes into place on site. 
Maiolino’s laborious processing of raw material is ritualistic and profoundly personal – she has said that her first 
encounter with clay in the late 1980s ‘provoked a storm’ within her. Here, the artist’s touch is recorded in the 
endlessly malleable clay from which each component is made, evoking the handwork of daily rituals and the 
bodily functions of eating and defecating. In this sense, ‘in-locu’ serves as a reminder to the viewer of his or 
her own corporeal appetites. The faint scent of the wet clay highlights the installation’s temporality, and as the 
mutable material continues to dry, shift in color, crack, and decay throughout the run of the exhibition, visitors are 
reminded of mortality and its poignancy.

Maiolino relates the act of molding clay to the act of writing and the mobility of drawing. In the artist’s hands, paper 
becomes more than a surface for mark-making; it is both ‘matter and body,’ expressed through the act of gesture. 
For each of her drawings, Maiolino has developed a system of serial movements that render distinct results. In 
two new works from her ongoing Filogenéticos (Phylogenetics) series, the repetitive and rhythmic actions that 
Maiolino applies to clay are captured on paper. Each drawing comprises a dense network of homogenous lines 
that wrap themselves around a biomorphic red mass, mapping time and evoking a cellular organism in constant 
metamorphosis. Works from the Peculiaridades (Peculiarities) and Pré-indefinidos (Pre-undefined) series retain a 
more graphic refinement, some appearing like an alphabet of signs, others like diagrams or charts.

In her new paintings from the series Ações Matéricas (Material Actions), Maiolino continues techniques used in 
her Aguadas (Watery) works on paper. She covers the canvas in a single color – yellow, red, or white – and then 
pours black acrylic paint onto the surface, intuitively maneuvering the canvas to guide the viscous paint across 
the space. The meditative approach, allowing gravity and the surface of the canvas to determine the composition, 
results in amorphous shapes that echo the organic forms of Maiolino’s sculptures, such as her coiled Cobrinhas 
(Little Snakes) (2018), made from cement and mamor powder. 

The exhibition also features a number of Maiolino’s metal sculptures, including three works from her 2016 series 
Hilomorfos (Hylomporhs), named after Hylomorphism, the Greek philosophical doctrine that physical beings result 
from the combination of matter and form. The five works from her 2018 series Desde o Fogo (Since the Fire) 
are cast in a bronze alloy and supported by a compact rod of bulging rings set in a dense base, creating what 
Maiolino describes as a ‘hybrid material being.’ 



For her series Da Terra - Errância Poética (From the Earth - Poetic Wanderings) (2018), Maiolino casts sculptures 
without the use of a traditional mold. Instead, the material itself serves as both the sculpture and the mold, resting 
atop a rusty and varnished iron stand. These recent sculptures stem from Maiolino’s previous molded works such 
as A Sombra do Outro (Shadow of the Other), É o que falta (What is missing), and Ausentes (Absentees). Maiolino 
likens these sculptures to origin myths of being born from the earth, prehistoric caves, and the cult of the feminine 
principle, which she describes as ‘a remnant of humanity’s aborigine obsession with retreating into a cave in the 
womb of the earth – that which feeds and receives us after death. After all, numerous important analogies can be 
drawn between the hollow of the matrix mold and the cave, both as generators.’ 

On the occasion of ERRÂNCIA POÉTICA (POETIC WANDERINGS), Hauser & Wirth Publishers is pleased to release 
‘Entre Pausas’ (Between Pauses), a new artist book that publishes 74 drawings from Maiolino’s eponymous series 
for the first time. In 1968, Maiolino left Brazil, which was then in the midst of a repressive military dictatorship, 
for New York with her husband and two children, where she lived for two years, operating as part of the growing 
Latin American artist community in the city and balancing her roles as a mother, wife, and artist. Caring for her 
two young children while her husband worked, she often felt overburdened by domestic life and isolated as an 
immigrant in a new country. Seizing every opportunity to make her own art, Maiolino began to draw in her spare 
moments, capturing scenes from her everyday life with immediacy and wit. The resulting series of images also 
engaged with larger artistic and political questions, and became the genesis point for themes that she would 
revisit in her art for decades to come. 

In addition to these drawings, the new book features a number of photographs from Maiolino’s personal archive, 
as well as two poems and a account of her time in New York written by the artist, along with contributions by 
Brazilian psychoanalyst Tania Rivera and Randy Kennedy. A selection of Maiolino’s ‘Entre Pausas’ drawings are 
on view as part of ‘ERRÂNCIA POÉTICA (POETIC WANDERINGS).’
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Untitled, from Cobrinhas (Little Snakes) series 
2018
Marble powder and white cement
44 x 70 x 10 cm / 17 3/8 x 27 1/2 x 3 7/8 in

Untitled, from Filogenéticos (Phylogenetics) series
2018
Acrylic ink on paper
40.5 x 33.5 cm / 16 x 13 1/4 in

Untitled, from Ações Matéricas (Material Actions) series
2018
Acrylic ink on canvas
Two parts, each
120 x 100 cm / 47 1/4 x 39 3/8 in

Untitled, from Da Terra series - Errância Poética 
(From the Earth series - Poetic Wanderings)
2018
Mortar and varnish coating on metall table
98 x 45 x 44 cm / 38 5/8 x 17 3/4 x 17 3/8 in

Untitled, from Hilomorfos (Hylomorphs) series
2016
Bronze alloy
100 x 70 x 50 cm / 39 3/8 x 27 1/2 x 19 5/8 in

Untitled, from Hilomorfos (Hylomorphs) series
2016
Bronze alloy
60 x 60 x 100 cm / 23 5/8 x 23 5/8 x 39 3/8 in

Untitled, from Hilomorfos (Hylomorphs) series
2016
Bronze alloy
40 x 40 x 150 cm / 15 3/4 x 15 3/4 x 59 in

About the artist

Anna Maria Maiolino’s work been the subject of numerous international exhibitions and retrospectives, including 
solo exhibitions at the Museum of Contemporary – MOCA, Los Angeles CA (2017); University of California, 
Berkeley Art Museum and Pacific Film Archive, Berkeley CA (2014); MASP – Museu de Arte de São Paulo, São 
Paulo, Brazil (2012); Camden Arts Center, London, England (2010); Pharos Center for Contemporary Art, Nicosia, 
Cyprus (2007); and Miami Art Center, Miami FL (2006). In 2010, the major retrospective ‘Anna Maria Maiolino’ 
opened at the Antoni Tàpies Foundation, Barcelona, Spain and travelled to the Galician Center for Contemporary 
Art, Santiago de Compostela, Spain (2011) and Malmö Kunsthalle, Malmo, Sweden (2011). Her work has been 
featured in group exhibitions at the Brooklyn Museum, Brooklyn NY (2018); Guggenheim Bilbao XX, Bilbao, Spain 
(2017); Eli and Edith Broad Art Museum, Los Angeles CA (2017); Met Breuer, New York NY (2017); and Tate 
Modern, London, England (2015). 

Maiolino has also garnered critical international recognition at dOCUMENTA 13, Kassel, Germany (2012); the 
Sydney Biennale, Sydney, Australia (2008) and numerous editions of the São Paulo Biennial.


